CLARK COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
ZONING / SUBDIVISIONS / LAND USE
AGENDA ITEM
Petitioner:

Clark County District Attorney’s Office

Recommendation: ORD-21-900651: Conduct a public hearing on an ordinance to consider the cancellation of the
Mountain’s Edge Development Agreement between Clark County and Mountain’s Edge, LLC pursuant to NRS
278.0205(1). JJ/sr (For possible action)

FISCAL IMPACT:
None by this action.
BACKGROUND:
BACKGROUND:
The Third Amendment to the Mountain’s Edge Development Agreement required the developer to construct a 10acre park within the Mountain’s Edge master-planned community once the Residential Tax Fund (“RCT Fund”)
reached the threshold amount of $1.6 million dollars. The RCT Fund is derived from residential construction taxes
collected when building permits are issued for residential construction within the Mountain’s Edge community.
After consulting with County staff and the developer, it has become apparent that the $1.6 million dollar threshold
to trigger the construction of park under the Development Agreement will never be reached due to the limited
number of homes remaining to be built within Mountain’s Edge. The Mountain’s Edge Master Association
(“MEMA”) approached Clark County with a proposal that will enable MEMA to utilize the funds deposited into
the RCT Fund to construct the park in lieu of the developer thereby satisfying the purposes of the Third Amended
Development Agreement. Cancellation of the Development Agreement will give the County the ability to enter
into an agreement with MEMA to complete construction of the park. Additionally, most of the road improvements
have been completed by the developer. The road improvements that have not been completed are secured by
separate agreements and bonds. Cancellation of the Development Agreement will not affect the separate bonds and
agreements relating to any uncompleted road improvement.
The Board of County Commissioners may amend or cancel a development agreement pursuant to NRS 278.0205(1)
without the consent of the other parties to an agreement when “[a]ny event has occurred which demonstrates that a
party to the agreement or a successor in interest is unable to perform his or her duties set forth in the agreement.”
Approval of the cancellation of the Development Agreement is appropriate under NRS 278.0205(1) since the
developer will never be obligated to construct the park because the threshold amount to trigger the developer’s
obligation under the terms of the Third Amended Development Agreement will never be achieved and since any
uncompleted road improvements are secured by separate bonds and agreements. Although the developer has
indicated that it agrees to the proposed cancellation, the developer has not yet signed a written stipulation to cancel
the Development Agreement but may do so prior to the public hearing.
For the reasons stated above, cancellation of the Development Agreement is appropriate under NRS 278.0205(1).
Accordingly, the District Attorney’s Office recommends the Board conduct a public hearing.
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